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POLYNOMIALS AND THE LIMIT POINT CONDITION
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ROBERT M. KAUFFMAN

ABSTRACT.   An nth order, possibly nonselfadjoint, ordinary differential

expression  L   is said to be in the limit point condition if the maximal operator

LM  in  L2[0, ~)   is an n-dimensional extension of the minimal operator  Lq.

If range   Lq   is closed, this definition is equivalent to the assertion that

nullity LM + nullity (L   )M = n, where  L      is the formal adjoint of L.   It also

implies that any operator   T  such that  Lq C T C L^j  is the restriction of

LM to a set of functions described by a boundary condition at zero.   In this

paper, we discuss the question of when differential expressions involving complex

polynomials in selfadjoint expressions are in the limit point condition.

1. Introduction.  In this paper we study the property that a polynomial in

a selfadjoint ordinary differential expression is in the limit point condition. We

extend the definition of the limit point condition in a natural way to nonself-

adjoint expressions, and can thus study complex as well as real polynomials. Many

of our theorems also hold, with the same proof, for vector matrix differential

expressions.

We shall say that an ordinary differential expression t is in the limit point

condition if the maximal operator  rM  in L2 [0, °°) is an «-dimensional exten-

sion of the minimal operator r0, where «  is the order of t. This means that

there are no "boundary conditions at infinity," so that any operator in between

r0  and tm  is specified by a boundary condition at zero. It turns out that, if

range t0  is closed, r is in the limit point condition if and only if the number

of linearly independent solutions in L2 [0, °°)  to the equation r/ = 0, plus the

corresponding number for the adjoint equation r+f = 0, equals the order of r.

It is proved in this paper that if any nth degree complex polynomial in any

formally selfadjoint ordinary differential expression t  is in the limit point condi-

tion, then all polynomials in t of degree less than or equal to «  are in the limit

point condition.  In particular, r itself which can have complex coefficients and

be of arbitrary order must be in the limit point condition. This proves, in a very
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general situation, a conjecture of Everitt and Giertz [3] about second order r,

that if t  and t"  are in the limit point condition, r7  is also in the limit point

condition for  1 < / < n.  In addition, the equivalence of "partial separation"

and the limit point condition is proved for any complex polynomial in any self-

adjoint t, provided that t  is in the limit point condition. This generalizes results

of Everitt and Giertz [3] and of Zettl [10].

Also, simple growth conditions on the derivative of  V are given to assure

that a complex polynomial in r is in the limit point condition, where r =

-d2\dx2 + V or id/dx + V, and   V is real valued and  C°°. In the second

order case, we must assume also that   V is bounded below. The growth condi-

tion is that, for some k > 0, e~kx V^'\x) is a bounded function on   [0, °°) for

all derivatives  V^ with i < n - 2  in the first order case, and  i < 2« - 4  in

the second order case, where « is the degree of the polynomial. Finally, it is

shown that, when t = id/dx + V and   V is real valued and satisfies the above

growth condition, t" + 2Zq~1 fmTm   is in the limit point condition, provided

that the first m  derivatives of each complex valued function fm   are bounded.

All the results except the results concerning first and second order r extend,

with the same proof, to vector matrix differential expressions. The methods of

proof are new, and use the perturbation theory of unbounded Fredholm operators.

It should be mentioned, however, that while the methods of proof are new, the

use of perturbation theorems to analyze the limit point condition is not.

Chaudhuri and Everitt [1] proved the original theorems of the type studied

in this paper, for squares of certain second order expressions. They also give an

example of a second order t, in the limit point condition, such that r2   is not

in the limit point condition.  Everitt and Giertz [3] studied the «th powers of

certain second order exprssions, and introduced the "partial separation" condi-

tions. They proved that  (- d2\dx2 + V)"  is in the limit point condition pro-

vided that  V is real valued and either (a)   V(x) > k > 0 and the second deriva-

tive of  V satisfies a nonoscillation condition, or (b)  V differs from a real con-

stant by an Z,j   function.

Zettl [10] generalized the partial separation results of Everitt and Giertz to

powers in arbitrary selfadjoint differential expressions with real coefficients.  He

also generalized condition (b) cited above of Everitt and Giertz to arbitrary order

selfadjoint t with real coefficients. Finally, a corollary of Zettl's results is that,

for a t with real coefficients which is in the limit point condition, then a real

polynomial t" + 2q~1 cp* is in the limit point condition if and only if t"  is

in the limit point condition.  Zettl's results, however, do not say anything above

lower degree polynomials.

This paper does not use the results or methods of Everitt, Giertz and Zettl,

but is of course motivated by their results. The author would like to express his
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appreciation to A. Zettl for much helpful correspondence regarding this paper.

2. Polynomials in nth order selfadjoint expressions.

Definition.  We say that L  is a regular ordinary differential expression if

L is of form  2q f¡Dl  where D = d\dx, and each f¡ isa  C°°  complex

valued function, defined in   [0, °°), with fn  nonvanishing.  (We assume  C°°

coefficients in order to take.powers and adjoints of differential expressions freely.)

Remark. When we refer to a differential expression, or to an operator, in

this paper, we always mean a linear differential expression or operator.

Notation. Let L  be a regular ordinary differential expression. Then Z,0

denotes the minimal operator associated with L  in L2 [0, °°), and LM  denotes

the maximal operator. L+   denotes the formal adjoint  2q(-l)'D,_e/f of L.

(See Dunford and Schwartz [2], Goldberg [5], or Naimark [8] for an account

of these concepts.)

Remark. If L is a regular ordinary differential expression of order «

with C°° coefficients on the interval [0, °°), and Z, = Z,+ , then L can be

written in the form

Lf= '"£' iPjfU))U) + i [(n z/21 M¥+,) + (v('+1))(/)]
0 0

where p- and <?■ are real C°°   functions and the leading coefficient P[ni2\   or

?[(n-i)/2J   *s nonzero on   [0, °°). This is shown in Dunford and Schwartz [2].

Definition.  Let  T be a closed, densely defined operator from a Hubert

space n  into itself with a finite-dimensional null space and a closed range which

has finite deficiency in h.  Then T is called a Fredholm operator. The index

of T is defined to be the nullity of T minus the deficiency of range  T in n.

Definition. Suppose that  T2  and Tx   are linear operators.  Suppose

that  domain T2 Ç domain Tx, and  T2  and  Tx   agree on  domain T2. Then

Tx   is said to be an extension of T2.  If Tx   is an extension of T2, and the

dimension of the quotient vector space domain Tx /domain T2   is exactly «,

then Tx   is said to be an «-dimensional extension of T2.

Remark.  If T2   is a Fredholm operator and  Tx   is an «-dimensional

extension of T2, then Tx   is a Fredholm operator and index Tx = index T2 + n.

The following theorems are well known.  (See Naimark [8] for the formally

selfadjoint case, or Dunford and Schwartz [2], or Goldberg [5] for the general

case. The vector matrix case can be proved by using similar methods to those in

these books.)

Theorem 1. The following are equivalent: (a) L0 has closed ninge;

(b) iL+ )o  has closed range; (c) LM has closed range.
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Theorem 2.  (L0)* = (L+)M, where (L0)* denotes the adjoint of L0

in L2 [0, oo).

Theorem 3. If f is in  domain L0, and L  is nth order, then D'f(0) = 0

for 0 < / < n - 1.   Thus L0  has no null space except the zero vector.

Theorem 4. If L0 has closed range then LM is surjective.

The following theorems, which we shall use repeatedly, are proved in Gold-

berg [5]. Theorem 5 is obvious, though it is worthwhile to state it. Theorem 6

is a special case of a very powerful result basically due to Kato [6].

Theorem 5. Let T be a Fredholm operator.   Then  T* is a Fredholm

operator, and index T* = - index T.

Definition.  Let 5 be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space «.   Let

d(x, S) denote the distance from x to S.   Let  T be an operator in «.  Then

y(T), the minimum modulus of T, is defined to be  inf \\Tx\\/d(x, N(T)), where

N(T) is the null space of T, and the  inf is taken over all x  in  domain T, and

where 0/0  is taken to be °°.  If T is a Fredholm operator, y(T) > 0.

A discussion of the next theorem is found on p. 122 of Goldberg [5].

Theorem 6. Let T be a Fredholm operator in a Hilbert space h.  Suppose

that a and b are nonnegative real numbers such that a + by(T) < y(T). Sup-

pose A  is an operator in h.with  domain A D domain T, and \\Ax\\ < a||x|| +

ellTxIl for every x in domain T.   Then  T+A  is a Fredholm operator,

index T + A  is the same as index T, the nullity of T + A  is less than or equal

to the nullity of T, and the deficiency of range T+A  in h is less than or

equal to the deficiency of range T.

Remark.  Recall that  T + A  is defined to be  (T + A)x for every x

in domain(r + A), and  domaini^T + A) is defined to be domain Tn domain^.

Definition. Let T be a closed operator in a Hilbert space «, and let A

be an operator in «  with domain A 7) domain T.  Then A   is said to be  T

bounded if, for some M > 0, \\Ax\\ < Af(||x|| + ||7/x||) for all x in domain T.

Remark.   If A  and T are closed, and domain A D domain T, then it

follows from the closed graph theorem that A  is T bounded. Thus a small

enough multiple of A  will fulfill the hypotheses of Theorem 6.

Definition.  Let L be an nth order regular ordinary differential expres-

sion. Then L is said to be in the limit point condition if LM  is an n-dimen-

sional extension of L0.

Remark.   If L  is in the limit point condition, then domain LM  is the

vector subspace (which is not closed) generated by domain L0  and « functions

/•, vanishing outside a closed interval   [0, N], such that D'fj(Q) = 5,y for all
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0 < i < « - 1 and 0 < / < n - 1, where 5 denotes the Kronecker delta. It

is clear that all these functions are in domain LM, and no nontrivial linear com-

bination of them can be in domain ¿0, since the first n - 1 derivatives of ele-

ments of domain L0  all vanish at zero. The conclusion follows.

Theorem 7. Suppose that L is an nth order regular ordinary differential

expression.  Suppose that L0  has closed range.   Then L is in limit point condi-

tion if and only if nullity LM + nullity (L+)M = n.

Proof. Nullity LM = index LM = index L0 + k, where LM  is a k-di-

mensional extension of L0. But  index L0 = - deficiency of range L0 =

- nulhty(Z,+)M. Thus nullity LM + nullity(Z,+)M = k.

Corollary 1. Suppose that L is a regular differential expression such

that L0 has closed range.  Then LM is a k-dimensional extension of L0, where

k = nullity LM + nullity(Z,+)M.

Proof. Corollary 1 follows from the proof of Theorem 7.

Notation. Let Cq   denote the infinitely differentiate complex valued

functions defined on   [0, °°) which vanish outside a compact subset of (0, °°).

Thus in particular each element of Cq   vanishes in a neighborhood of zero.

Corollary 2. Our definition of the limit point condition is equivalent to

the usual one, when the differential expression is formally selfadjoint.

Proof. Let z = (-l)1'2. A regular formally selfadjoint expression L is

usually said to be in the limit point condition if nullity(L + z)M + nullity(Z, -z)M

= n, where n is the order of L.  This definition is equivalent to our definition,

as we show.

In fact, if L = L+, and / is in Cq, then (Lf, f) is real, where ( , )

denotes the inner product in L2 [0, °°). Thus  \((L + z)f, f)\ > (f, f) for any

/ in Cq". Therefore, by the Schwarz inequality, \\(L + z)f\\ > \\f\\  for all /

in Cq. Since (L + z)0  is the closure of its restriction to  Cq, it follows that

(L + z)0  has a bounded inverse from its range into L2 [0, °°).  Since (L + z)0

is a closed operator, its range must therefore also be closed. By Corollary 1,

nullity (L + z)M 4- nullity (Z, - z)M = k, where (L + z)M is a ^-dimensional

extension of (L + z)0. Thus L +z is in our limit point condition if and only

if k = n, or in other words, if and only if L is in the usual limit point condition.

We need to show that domain (L + z)M = domain LM, and domain (L +z)0

= domain L0. This will show that the addition of z to L does not change the

limit point condition.

We show that for any regular differential expression L, whether or not

L = L+, and for any complex constant c, domain(Z, + c)M = domain LM,
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and domain(Z, + c)0 = domain L0.  The first equality is obvious.  The second

is a consequence of the fact that both L0  and  (L + z)0   are the closure of

their restrictions to Cq.  In fact, if / is in domain L0, there is a sequence fn

in Cq   with fn  converging to / and Lfn  converging to Lf.  Thus (L + c)fn

converges to  (L + c)f, so / is in  domain(Z, + c)0.  Reversing the argument, we

see that the domains are equal.  Lemma 2 is proved.

Corollary 3. Let L be an nth order, regular, ordinary differential ex-

pression, and suppose that range L0 is closed. Then nullity LM + nullity(Z-+)M > n.

Proof. Lm  is clearly at least an n-dimensional extension of L0, as may

be seen from considering the functions of the remark preceding Theorem 7. The

corollary then follows.

Remark. The range of L0  is closed in L2 [0, °°)  for a large number of

differential expressions L.   It was previously shown that range (L + z)Q   is

closed if L = L+, but the range of the minimal operator is closed in many other

situations.  For example, suppose that  (Lf, f)  is bounded away from zero for

all / in Cq   with  \\f\\ = 1. Then, as in Corollary 2 above, it follows from the

Schwarz inequality that  (L0)~x   is a bounded linear transformation from its

range into L2 [0, °°), so that, since L0  is a closed operator, range L0   is closed.

Thus, for example, if L = (Lx)+Lx, and the real part of / is positive and

bounded away from zero, (L + f)0  has closed range. Also, if L  is formally

selfadjoint, and L = L+, then (L + f)0  has closed range if the imaginary part

of / is bounded away from zero. Once considerations like this establish that L0

has closed range, Theorem 6 can be used to show that, for a wide class of differ-

ential expressions B, (L + B)0  has closed range, even though ((L + B)f, f)

may take on the value zero for /in Cq.

The preceding examples are rather elementary, but they illustrate one of the

most common techniques of showing that L0  has closed range.  Some more

sophisticated examples will appear in the sequel. Another simple way of showing

that Lq  has closed range follows.

Lemma 1. Suppose that L = LXL2, where Lx  and L2  are regular ordi-

nary differential expressions and (Lx)0  and (L2)0  have closed range.   Then L0

has closed range.

Proof. Since each (Z,f)0  has closed range, it follows from the closed graph

theorem that each (L¡)0  has a bounded inverse from its range into L2 [0, °°).

Now Lq   is the closure of its restriction to  Cq. Further, LXL2, when restricted

to Cq", has a bounded inverse from its range into L2 [0, °°), since the product

of bounded operators is bounded. Passing to the closure, we see that L0  has a
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bounded inverse from its range into  Cq.  Since L0   is closed, this means that

range L0   is closed.

Theorem 8. Suppose that r is a regular formally selfadjoint ordinary

differential expression.  Suppose that t'' + 2¿_1 c¡t' is in the limit point con-

dition, where each c¡ is a complex number.   Then for any k < /, and any

(k + \)-tuple of complex numbers <d0, dx,' • •, dk), £„ diT' is in the limit

point condition.

Remark. We do not assume that r  is in the limit point condition. This

follows as a consequence of the theorem.

Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 8, a number of lemmas are

needed. These lemmas will be used also in the proofs of later theorems.

Lemma 2. Let {L¡} be a set of regular ordinary differential expressions.

Suppose that each (L¡)0 has closed range. Then, if L = LXL2" • Ln is in

the limit point condition, each L¡ is in the limit point condition.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let n¡ be the order of L{. Since each (L¡)M is

surjective, it follows that nullity LM > H'¡ nullity(Z,()M. To see this, one need

only verify it for the case of two operators and proceed by induction, since the

composition of surjective operators is surjective.  But if Tx   and  T2  are any

surjective linear transformations, we can see from dividing out the null space of

T2   that there are  k vectors f¡ in  domain T2, which are linearly independent

modulo the null space of T2, such that  T2(f¡) = g¡, where the g¡ form a basis

for the fc-dimensional null space of Tx. Thus nullity Tx T2 = nullity Tx +

nullity T2. Similarly, nullity(L+)M > ~L[ nullity(Lf)M. Since L0  has closed

range, by Lemma 1, it follows that L  is in the limit point condition if and only

if nullity LM + nullity(Z,+)M = 2{ n¡.  Since by Corollary 3 to Theorem 7,

nullityiZ,,.)^ + nullitytLt)^ > n¡, the conclusion follows.

Lemma 2 can be used in the proof of Theorem 8 to pass from «th degree

to lower degree polynomials.  However, the polynomial we are studying may not

be the product of factors r + \( such that  (t + X,-^   has closed range. What

is needed is a way to go from a simple polynomial such as (t + z)', where z =

(- l)1'2, to the polynomial we are dealing with. We use Theorem 6 to do this,

but we must lay some groundwork.  Lemmas 4 and 5 do this, in a somewhat more

general setting than needed for Theorem 8. The more general setting is needed for

later theorems.

We first need a functional analytic lemma. This is Theorem 2 of Kauffman

[71.
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Lemma 3. Let H be a selfadjoint operator in a Hilbert space h.  Suppose

that fn  is a sequence in  domain H2' with  \\fn\\ = 1 and \(H'fn,fn)\

approaching infinity for some i <2j.  Then (H'fn, fn)¡(H2'fn, fn) converges

to zero as n approaches infinity.

Corollary. Let H be a selfadjoint operator in a Hilbert space h.  Sup-

pose that f„ is a sequence, with  \\fn\\ = l,in  domain H2' such that, for some

i<2j, \(ITfn,fn)\ approaches infinity. Then,forall k<2j, (H%,fn)l(H2%,fn)

approaches zero as n approaches infinity.

Proof. (Hkfn, fn) is either a bounded sequence or it has a subsequence

with absolute value converging to infinity. If it is bounded, the conclusion clearly

follows from Lemma 3. However, for any subsequence (Hkfn,fn) which con-

verges in absolute value to infinity, Lemma 3 applies to force (Hkfn , fn )l(H2'fn, f„)

to converge to zero. Thus in no case can a subsequence of (Hkfn,fn)l(H2,fn,fn)

be bounded away from zero. The corollary is proved.

Lemma 4. Suppose t is a regular formally selfadjoint ordinary differential

expression.  Let L = t1 + 2¿_1 gj', where each g¡ is a bounded  C°°, com-

plex valued function.   Then the restriction of r' to  domain L0  is L0  bounded

for any i < /.

Remark.  Of course, we cannot even assume without proof that t'/ is in

L2 [0, °°) if / is in domain L0. This is in fact equivalent to what we wish to

prove.

Proof of Lemma 4. We first show that there is an M > 0  such that

M(\\f\\ + IIL/H) > Hr'/H  for all / in Cq   and each / with j>i>\. It

suffices to consider í < /.

Suppose the proposition is not true. Then there is a sequence /„  in C¿"

with ||/„|| = 1  and Hr'/JI > n(ll/„ll + \\Lf„\\). r0, being symmetric, has a self-

adjoint extension H, perhaps to a larger Hilbert space. We then have

(1) \\H%\\2 > «2(ll/„||2 + 2\\fn\\\\Lfn\\ + HZ./„||2).

Since  ll/JI = 1, it follows that (H2 f/„, /„) > n2. By the corollary to Lemma 3,

it follows that, for any k <2j, (Hkf„, f„)l(H2>fn, fn) converges to zero as n

approaches infinity. Thus \\Lfn\\2¡(H2¡fn, fn) approaches  1. Dhiding both

sides of (1) by (H2'fn, /„), we obtain a contradiction.

Therefore we know that there is an M > 0  such that, for all /in Cq,

M(\\f\\ + \\Lf\\) > Hr'/ll- We must extend this inequality to all / in domain L0.

Recall that L0  is the closure of its restriction to  Cq. Therefore, if if, Lf)

is in the graph of L0, there is a sequence  </„, Lfn) converging to  </ Lf) in

the product space, with each fn  in C¿".  It follows from the inequality we just
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proved that t'/„  is a Cauchy sequence. Since  (t')0  is closed, t'/„  converges

to r'f, and r'f is in L2 [0, °°). Passing to the limit, we see that M(\\f\\ + \\Lf\\)

> ||t!/||. Lemma 4 is proved.

Lemma 5. Suppose that r is a regular formally selfadjoint ordinary differ-

ential expression. Let j be a fixed positive integer.  Then, for any N > 0, there

isa   X>0 such that, for any j-tuple ig0,' • •, g¡_x) of bounded C°° func-

tions with  20-1 \\8m\\ ^ N, (t' + ¿Z'~l gmTm + zX)0  has closed range, where

z = ±(- i)i/2#

Proof of Lemma 5. If the lemma were not true there would be a sequence

/„  in Cq   with  || fn\\ = 1   and  ||(Z,„ 4- «z)/„||  converging to zero, where

L„ = Tf + Z'^Iq gn¡mTm, and ^loWg^JL < N.  To see this, note that L0

has closed range if and only if (Z,0)_1   is a bounded linear transformation from

range L0  into L2 [0, °°), for any L, and observe that we may choose the fn  in

Cq   since any L0  is the closure of its restriction to  Cq.

Let  ||(r' + 2¿-1 £„>mrm + «z)/„|| = c„. We know by hypothesis that

cn converges to zero.  Since  ||«z/„|| = «, it follows that, for some k < /,

||Tfc/„ II  must converge to infinity for some subsequence /„ . Without loss of"i i

generality, we may assume that the /„. are the original sequence /„, since we

will end up by showing that the sequence /n. cannot exist. By Lemma 4, we

now see that, for any m < j, (j2m fn, fn)l(T2'fn, f„) converges to zero, since

Tq  has a selfadjoint extension (perhaps to a larger Hilbert space) and since

(r2V„,/„)= llrk/„ll2  converges to infinity. Thus  l|Tm/„||/||r//„||  converges

to zero for any m < j.

Since

T%  + Z  8n,m  ?mfn  + "zfn
0

> \\T>fn + nzfj - N '¿\\Tmfn\\,
0

we see that cJWr'fJ]  becomes eventually greater than (Ht'/„ +«z/J||/||r//n||)-e

for any e > 0.  Since c„  converges to zero, it follows that ||t;/„ + nz^||/||T;^||

converges to zero.  But, since

llr'/„|| -n< \\t% + «z/„||,

it follows from dividing the inequality through by  ||t7/„||  that   1 - n/||T'/„||

eventually becomes less than any positive e. Also, similarly, «/Ht'/JI - 1  be-

comes less than any positive  e, so that we have shown that n/||r'/B||  converges

to  1. Since
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Hrm/„ll/llrYJI = (lkm/„ll/«)(«/lk'/„1|),

we see that ||rm/„||/« converges to zero for every   m < /.

Since   (r'/„, /„) is real, we see by the Schwarz inequality that the imagi-

nary part of iLnfn, /„)/«  converges to zero. Thus the imaginary part of

((Ln + nz)fn, fn)/n converges to   1. This contradicts our original assumption

that  ||(Z,„ + «z)/„||  converges to zero.  Lemma 5 is proved.

We also need a minor technical lemma.

Lemma 6.  Suppose that Lx   and L2  are regular ordinary differential

expressions, and there is an M>0 such that, for every f in Cq, \\L2f\\ <

M(\\f\\ + \\Lxf\\). Then  domain(Z,2)0 D domain(Z,j)0.

Proof of Lemma 6. (Lx)0  is the closure of the restriction of Z,j   to Co".

But, by hypothesis, if /„  and Z,j/n  are Cauchy sequences of Cq   functions,

L2fn  is a Cauchy sequence.  Since  (L2)0  is a closed operator, the conclusion

follows.

Proof of Theorem 8. We observe that adding a complex number to a

differential expression does not alter the limit point condition, since it does not

change the domain of the maximal or minimal operators. We will first show that

if X > 0  is large enough, t' + 2¿_1 dp1 + Xz  is in the limit point condition,

where z = (- l)1'2. This will show that any polynomial in t of degree / is

in the limit point condition.  From this, the general case will be proved using

Lemma 2.

Let  So-1 |rf,| = K.   Let  2¿_1 |c,.| = Kx. Set N = K + A",, and select,

using Lemma 5, X > 0  such that for all /-tuples  (b0, bx, • • •, è,_j>  of complex

numbers with  20_1 \b¡\ < N, (t' + S¿-1 b¡r' + Xz)0   has closed range.  By

taking adjoints, and using Theorem 1, it follows that for any such /-tuple,

(r7 + S¿_1 bjj' - Xz)0  also has closed range.

We know by hypothesis that r' + S0_1 cp1 + Xz is in the limit point

condition.  Let L(8) be the differential expression t' + 2¿-1((l - 6)c¡ +9d¡)r'

+ Xz, for each 0 < 0 < 1.  Let S be the set of all  0  in [0, 1] with ¿(0) in

the limit point condition. We show that S is both open and closed, and since

¿(0)  is in the limit point condition, it follows that all L(d) are in the limit point

condition.

Suppose that  0 € [0, 1]. We show, using Theorem 6, that nullity((Z,(0))+)Jli

= nullity((Z,(0))+)M  for all 0 in a small neighborhood of 0. By Lemma 4, the

restriction of r' to  domain(Z,(0))o   is (L(6))0  bounded for each /</.  Thus,

by Theorem 6, index(Z,(0))o + 20-1 ((# " <P)c¡ + (4> - 6)di)Ri is constant for

0 close enough to  0, where R. is the restriction of t' to  domain(I(0))o.  We

would like to say that
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(£(0))o +  Z «Ö - VCi + (0 - 9)di)Ri = (Z,(0))o,
o

but this requires a short proof.  Set B = 2¿_1 (0 - 0)(ef - df)Z?f.  By definition,

domain ((Z,(0))o +5) is domain(L(d))0. By Lemmas 4 and-6, domain(Z,(0))o

is domain (Z,(0))o. Thus it follows that  (L(9))0 + B = (Z,(0))o, and therefore

index(I(0))o = index ((Z,(0))o + B) = index(Z,(0))o. Thus nullity((L(9))+)M =

nullity((Z-(0))+)M.  By the same argument, interchanging Z,+(0)  and L(9), it

follows that nullity(L(9))M = nullity(Z,(0))M  for all 0  in a neighborhood of 0.

From Theorem 7, it follows that if either L(9) or Z,(0) is in the limit point

condition, both L(9) and Z,(0) are in the limit point condition.  Thus S is

open and closed, and so all L(0) are in the limit point condition, so, in particular,

t} + 2¿_1 dp1 + Xz is in the limit point condition.  Since addition of the term

Xz  does not alter the limit point condition, we have proved that if one polynomial

of degree / in t is in the limit point condition, all polynomials of degree / in

t  are in the limit point condition.

We now prove that all polynomials in t of degree less than / are also in

the limit point condition.  By what we just proved (r + z)'  is in the limit point

condition.  Since, as has been pointed out in Corollary 1 to Theorem 7, (r + z)0

has closed range, it follows from Lemma 2 that  (r 4- z)k  is in the limit point

condition for any  1 < k < j.  Therefore any polynomial of degree k in t is

in the limit point condition. Theorem 8 is proved.

The proof of Theorem 8 actually proves some stronger statements, which we

list as corollaries.

Corollary 1. Any two polynomials Lx   and L2  of the same degree in

a regular formally selfadjoint ordinary differential expression r have the property

that (LX)M and (L2)M are equal dimensional extensions of their respective

minimal operators, whether or not the expressions are in the limit point condition.

Corollary 2. Any two real polynomials of the same degree in a regular

formally selfadjoint ordinary differential expression t have the same positive and

negative deficiency indices, provided tliat the leading coefficients of the two poly-

nomials have the same sign.   This is true whether or not the positive and negative

deficiency indices are equal

Theorem 9. Suppose that r is a regular formally selfadjoint ordinary

differential expression.  Suppose that P(j) = t' + 20-1 c/r/ 's '" irte limit point

condition, where the c¡ are complex numbers.  Then, if i </, t'/ is in

L2 [0, °°) for each f in domain(P(t))m.
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Remark. As Lemma 4 shows, this is always true if (P(j))M is replaced

by  (P(t))0- However, the condition that r'f is in Z,2[0, °°) for all / in

domain(P(r))M, known as the partial separation condition, occurs if and only if

P(t) is in the limit point condition, provided that r is in the limit point condi-

tion. This fact will be established by Theorems 9 and 10.

Proof of Theorem 9. It follows from Lemma 4 that, if / is in

domain(Zj(t))o, r'f is in L2 [0, °°) for all i < /.   But if P(t) is in the limit

point condition, domain P(t)m  is the vector subspace (which is not closed) gener-

ated by  domain(P(t))0  and a set {/„Jo"-1   of jnC°°   functions, where « is

the order of t, which vanish outside some interval   [0, N]   and which have

(Z)'/m)(0) = 8lm   for all nonnegative integers i and m less than or equal to

jn - 1.  (See the remark following the definition of the limit point condition.)

The conclusion follows.

Theorem 10. Suppose that r is a regular formally selfadjoint ordinary

differential expression, and that t is in the limit point condition.  Suppose P(t)

= t; 4- S¿_1 c¡t', where all  c¡   are complex numbers   Then if, for every

f in  domain (P(j))M, r'f is in L2[0, °°) for all i </, it follows that P(t) is

in the limit point condition.

Proof of Theorem 10. We first show that domain (P(t))m = domain(ß(r))M

for any other /th degree polynomial Q(t) = t' + 2¿_1 dp1. It follows from

Lemmas 4 and 6 that domain (P(t))0 = domain (Q(t))0, and by hypothesis

domain(P(t))m Ç domain(ß(r))M. Thus if (P(t))m and  (Q(r))M  are equal

dimensional extensions of their associated minimal operators, domain (P(t))m =

domain (Q(t))m.

Using Lemma 5, we select  X > 0  so large that ((1 - 9)P(t) + 9Q(r) + Xz)0

has closed range for all 9 E [0, 1], where z = (- l)1'2. It then follows from

Theorem 1 that  ((1 - 9)(P(t))+ + 9Q(t)+ - Xz)0  also has closed range for all

0 E [0, 1].  Since addition of the term Xz to a differential expression does not

change the domain of either the minimal or maximal operator, we need only show

that (Q(t) + Xz)M  and (P(t) + \z)M  are equal dimensional extensions of

their associated minimal operators. It fpllows from Corollary 1 to Theorem 7 that

if nullity (Z>(r) + \z)M = nullity (Q(t) + Xz)M, and also  nullity ((P(t))+ -Xz)m

= nullity ((ß(r))+ - Xz)M, then (Q(t) + \z)M  and (P(t) + \z)M are in fact

equal dimensional extensions of their associated minimal operators.  However, let-

ting L(9) denote  9Q(t) + (1 - 9)P(t) + Xz, we see by the method of proof of

Theorem 8 that nullity(I(0))M is constant for 0 E [0,1 ], and also nullity((L(9))+)¡

is constant for  0 G [0, 1]. Thus domain (Q(t) + Xz)M = domain(P(T) + \z)M.

Now we proceed with the proof of the theorem. By hypothesis, and by

what we just proved, it follows that if / is in domain((r + z)')M, then (r +z)'f
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is in L2 [0, °°) for any i < /.  Therefore, in particular, (t + z)f is in L2 [0, °°),

so that / is in domainir + z)M. Also, however, (t + z)2/ is in L2 [0, °°), so

(t 4- z)f is in domainir + z)M. Proceeding in this fashion, we see that ((t + zy)M

= ((r 4- z)M)', where, as usual, the product AB of two operators A   and B is

defined to be A(Bx)  for each x  in domain AB, and domain AB is defined

to be the set of all x  such that Bx is in  domain A.

Since each (r + z)0  has closed range, it follows that each (r + z)M , is

surjective. Thus nullity((T + z)')M = nullity((r 4- z)M)' = / x nullityfr 4- z)M.

Likewise, we may show that nullity(((T + z)')+)M = nullity((T ~z)')M =

/ x nuilityÍT - z)M.  Since t is in the limit point condition, it follows from

Theorem 7 that nullity (r + z)M 4- nullity (t - z)M = n, where « is the order

of t. Thus nullity((r + z)')M + nullity(((T + z)')+)M = fn.  But, by Lemma

1, ((r + z)J)0  has closed range. Thus (t + z)' is in the limit point condition

and therefore, by Theorem 8, P(j) is in the limit point condition. Theorem 10

is proved.

Remark. All the theorems of §2 remain true for vector matrix equations.

The extension of the results of §2 to the vector matrix case is straightforward.

3. Polynomials in first and second order expressions. We now study suffi-

cient conditions for expressions involving powers of first and second order expres-

sions to be in the limit point condition.  It is not known to the author whether

these theorems generalize to the vector matrix case.

Theorem 11. Suppose that  V is a real valued C°° function on   [0, °°),

which is bounded below.  Suppose that, for every nonnegative integer i <

max(2« - 4, 0)  there is a k > 0 such that e~kx V<-'\x) is a bounded func-

tion on   [0, °°), where  V^ is the ith derivative of V.  Let r = - d2/dx2 + V.

Then any complex polynomial in t of degree n or less is in the limit point con-

dition.

Proof. We first need several lemmas, which will also be useful in the proof

of Theorem 12.

Lemma 7. Suppose that S is a dense subspace of a Hilbert space h. Sup-

pose that M is a closed subspace with finite deficiency n in h.   Then M n S

has deficiency n in S. Further, M O S is dense in M.

Proof of Lemma 7. Clearly, any n + 1  nonzero vectors in « have a

nontrivial linear combination in M.   If these vectors are all in S, then the linear

combination is in M D 5.  Thus the deficiency of 5 n Af in 5 is at most n.

However, suppose that Sx   is a subspace of S such that S n M + Sx = S,

and Sx n (S n M) is the zero vector. Then M + Sx D S, so M + Sx   is
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dense in h.   Further, since M is a closed subspace with finite deficiency, M + Sx

is also closed, and therefore M + Sx = h.  Thus the dimension of Sx   is at

least «, so the deficiency of S n M in S is at least  n.

If M n S were not dense in M, there would be a vector x  in M which

is perpendicular to M n S.  Thus at least n + 1  linearly independent vectors in

n would be perpendicular to M n S.  We have just shown that there is an n-di-

mensional subspace Sx   of S such that M C\ S + Sx = S.   However, since

(M D S)L is at least  (n + l)-dimensional, it is easy to see that at least one

member of (M n S)L must be perpendicular to all of Sx. Thus M n S + Sx

cannot be dense in n, a contradiction.

Lemma 8. Suppose that tx  and t2 are regular ordinary differential ex-

pressions, and that both  (tx)0 and (t2)0  have closed range.   Then the product

(Tj)0(r2)o  has closed range, and its index is index(Tj)0 + index(r2)0.

Proof. This follows from a deep theorem of Gohberg and Krein, which is

discussed on p. 102 of Goldberg [5].  However, since the proof of this special

case is quite simple, we include it.

First, (tj)o(t2)o   clearly has closed range, because each (rf)0  has a bounded

inverse from range(t¡)0   into Z,2[0, °°). The deficiency of range(tx)q(t2)0  in

Z,2[0, °°)  is the deficiency of range(tj)0  in Z,2[0, °°) + the deficiency of

range(T2)0 n domain(rj)0  in domain(rj)0.  By Lemma 7, this last deficiency

is the same as the deficiency of range(r2)0  in L2 [0, °°).  Lemma 8 is proved.

Lemma 9.  Suppose that tx   and r2  are regular ordinary differential ex-

pressions  Suppose that (tj)0  has closed range. Then (rjr2)0 Ç (Ti)0(t2)0.

Proof. Suppose / is in the domain of (tj72)0. Then there is a sequence

{/„} of Cq   functions such that /„  converges to /, and tx t2/„  converges to

Tj T2f.   Note that while we cannot yet assert that t2/ is in L2 [0, °°), it is clear

that   T2fn   is a Cauchy sequence, since   rxr2fn   is   Cauchy,  t2/„   is in

domain (Tj)0, and  (Tj)0  has a bounded inverse (by the closed graph theorem)

from its range into Z,2[0, °°). Thus r2/„  converges to some g in domain(Tj)0,

and since  (r2)0   is a closed operator, g must equal t2/

Lemma 10. Suppose that t is a regular ordinary differential espression, such

that t0  has closed range, and r is in the limit point condition.   Then r*  is in

the limit point condition if and only if both (t')0 = (T0)',and ((t+)')0 = ((t+)0)).

Proof. Index(roy = / x index t0, by Lemma 8. Since r is in the limit point

condition, index(roy + index((r+)0); = ~jn, where n is the order of r, since the

index of t0 is - nullity tm. Thus, if (t¡)0 = (t0)' and ((t+)% = ((t+)0)', t' is

in the limit point condition.
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If, however, r'  is in the limit point condition, then index  (t')0 +

index((r+)0o » -Jn.  Since (r'')0 Ç Go)', and  ((r+)')0 C ((r+)0)'', it fol-

lows that index(T;)o ^ index(r0)', with equality holding only if the two opera-

tors are equal, and the same relationship holds for t+. Therefore if index(T;)0

+ index((r+)')o   is as large as - fn, it follows that (t;)0 = (t0);, and

((t+)')q = ((t+)0)', since index ((t+)0); + index(70)7 = -jn. Lemma 10 is proved.

Proof of Theorem 11. We prove Theorem 11 first for a special case.

Suppose that r = -d2\dx2 + V, where   V(x) > c > 0 for some positive real

number c, and where   V E C°°.  Suppose further that there is a monotonically

increasing positive solution / to the equation r/ = 0 with the property that

(l//(x - l))R(x) approaches zero as x  approaches infinity, where R(x) =

4"_1(1 +22"_4|F(,)(x)|)"-1,and  V®  denotes the ith derivative of  V.   Note

that, for any / < n - 1, R(x) > g((x) for every g¡ and every x, where t' =

2 fl0 g¡D '. To see this, note that each g¡ is a finite sum of terms of type

r/(<*(l)) x   r/(<*(2)) x. . .x yiocU))^   where    £     „(^ < 2f ~ 2.

fc=l

So each g{ is a finite sum of terms which occur in (1 + S2"-4  J^'))"-1. Also,

it is easily seen that, even before any terms are collected, there are less than 4^

terms which arise when (D2 + V)'  is multiplied out. The estimate follows.

We wish to show that t"  is in the limit point condition, for then, using

Theorem 8, we can assert that any polynomial of degree « or less in t is in the

limit point condition. Note that, if g E Cq, (rg, g) > c(g, g), so, by passing

to the closure, we see that  (r0)-1   is a bounded transformation from range t0

into L2 [0, °°).  Since t0   is a closed operator, it follows that range r0   is closed.

It follows from Corollary 3 to Theorem 7 that there is at least a one-dimensional

space K of solutions to the equation rg = 0 which lie in L2 [0, °°).  Since the

monotonically increasing solution / hypothesized above is clearly not in

L2 [0, °°), K is exactly one-dimensional. Therefore r is in the limit point condi-

tion (as is well known from the classical theory).

By Lemma 10, we need only to show that  (r")0 = (r0)".  Let us suppose

that  (rÖo = (ro)7  for all / < A < n - 1. We attempt to show that  (tn+1)0

= (r0)N+1-

By Lemma 8, (tn+x)0 C (To)**1.  Suppose that  (0, tn+x(1>) is in

graph(T0)N+x. Given  e > 0, we need a  Cq   function g suchthat íg,TN+lg)

is within e of (0, tn+x4)) in the product space Z,2[0, °°) x L2 [0, °°). Given

C| > 0, there is a C¿"  function n  such that  {h, rNh) is within €j   of

<x0, tw+10) in the product space, by the induction hypothesis. The difficulty is that

n may not be the image under r of a Cq   function.  However, if for each

Cj > 0 we could choose an n in Cq   with <«, rNh) within ex of (r0, tn+14>),
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and in addition /„ h(x)fi(x)dx = 0  for each solution f¡ of rf¡ = 0, it would

follow that n = rg for some g in Cq, as will be shown below. Thus, using

the boundedness of TqX   as a linear transformation from range r0  into

L2 [0, °°), we would be able to get  (g, tn+ xg) as close as desired to <0, rN+x<p),

with g E Cq. Thus graph(T;)0  would be dense in graph(70);, so the two oper-

ators would be equal, and the special case would be proved.

Therefore we first need to show that if Jq h(x)f¡(x)dx = 0  for all solu-

tions f¡ to the equation rf¡ = 0, then « = rg for some g E Cq. If h is

supported in   [a, b]   with Jq h(x)f¡(x)dx = 0  for every solution f¡ to the

equation rf¡ = 0, then n  is in the range of the minimal operator corresponding

to t on   [a, b]. Therefore « = rg on   [a, b], and both g and its derivative

vanish at a and b.   Setting g = 0 outside   [a, b], we have h = rg on

[0, °°), and g is in C°°  since «  is. Thus h = rg for g E Cq, as we wished

to show.

To complete the proof of the special case of Theorem 11, we need only to

approximate  (t0, rN+1<j>) arbitrarily closely in the product space Z,2[0, °°)x

L2 [0, ~) by  («, rNh), where n  is in Co", and Jq h(x)f¡(x)dx = 0 for every

solution f¡ to the equation rf¡ = 0.

Let K, as above, be the one-dimensional space of solutions to the equation

rg = 0 which lie in L2 [0, °°). We may without difficulty select <n, rNh) as

close as desired to <t0, TAr+10> suchthat h is in Cq"  and h E KL. In fact,

the set S of all (h, rNh) with h in Cq   is dense in the Hilbert space formed

by considering graphi/o)^  as a subspace of the product space L2 [0, °°) x

Z,2[0, °°). Also, the set M of all <0, rN9) in graphO^ with 0 E Kl isa

closed subspace of graphi^o)^, since  ((r0)N)~x   is a continuous linear transfor-

mation from range (r0)N into Z,2[0, °°). Since Kl has deficiency  1  in

L2 [0, °°), it follows that K1 n domain(r0)N has deficiency  1   in domain(to)^,

by Lemma 7. Thus M has deficiency  1   in graphi/o)^, so that, using Lemma 7

again, M n S is dense in M.   But, since   0  was originally assumed in

domain(r0)''v+1, r<j> is in range r0, and thus t0 EKl.

Thus we can approximate  <T0, rN+1<p), as closely as desired in the product

space, by (n, rNh), with « E Cq  n ZC1.

We would like to make the same sort of argument for the unbounded solu-

tion / suchthat / is monotonically increasing and positive, and (l//(x-l))72(x)

approaches zero as x approaches infinity. Let Sx be the set of all («, r^h) with n in

C¿"  and ¡q h(x)f(x)dx = 0. We show directly that Sx is dense in graphijo)^

= graphe),,.
If Qix,rNhx) could be approximated arbitrarily closely in the product

space by elements of Sj, for any hx   in Co", then Sx  would be dense in

graph(rN)0. Let ?(x) be a nonnegative, real valued, Cq   function, defined on
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the whole real line and vanishing outside   [0, 1], such that /¿ y(x)dx = 1.  Let

7f(x) denote  y(x - t). Then ¡q f(x)yt(x)dx > f(t).  Let c = /~ hx(x)f(x)dx.

Let  ct = /o° f(x)yt(x)dx.  Then

foihjx) - (clct)yt(x))f(x)dx = 0.

Thus Qix -(c/ct)yt,rN(hx - (clct)yt)) is in Sx. If t is taken large enough

(c/ct)yt can be made as close to zero as desired in L2   norm. Also

rN((clct)yt) = (clct){(- \)ND2Nyt +    £   gfi'yl

But

(2N-1 \
\\D2Ny\\ +    £   MtifflD'ji),

where M¡(f) = supbjf(x)|, and the supremum is taken over all x  in   [t, t + 1].

Also,

M¡(t)/ct < M¡(t)lf(t) = \g¡(x0)\lf(t) < \g¡(x0)\lf(x0 - 1)

for some x0 E [t, t + 1]. Therefore, since  lg,(x0)l//(Xo - 1)  converges to

zero as x0  approaches infinity, it follows that if t is made large enough,

rN((c¡ct)yt) can be made arbitrarily small. Thus {(c/ct)yt, rN((c¡ct)yt)) can be

made as small as desired in the product space.  Since

f (hx(x) - (clct)yt(x))f(x)dx = 0,

this shows that Sx   is dense in the graph of  (rN)0.

Now let M be as above.  Since Sx   is dense in the graph of (r0)N, and

since  M  is a closed subspace with deficiency  1   in  graph^o)^, it follows that

Sx n M is dense in M.. This is what we wished to show. The special case of

Theorem 11 is proved.

We now prove the general case.  Suppose that   Vx = V + X. We will choose

X so that - D2 + Vx   satisfies the hypotheses of the special case. This will

show that (r + X)"  is in the limit point condition, and using Theorem 8 we can

then assert that r"  is in the limit point condition.

Note that, if Zîj(x) = A"-X(l + ^""Vi^x)!)"-1, we can see that Z?j(x) <

(1 + X)"-1R(x) for any X > 0.  Furthermore, R(x) < cekx  for some k > 0

and some positive constant C.   Select  X so large that   V(x) + X > (k + l)2

for all X E [0, °°).  Let / be the solution to  (r + X)/ = 0 with /(0) = 1

and /'(0) = k + 1. A simple proof is given in Read [9] that /(x)   > e(-k+i^x

for all x G [0, °°). To see that / is monotone increasing, observe that D2f =
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(V + X)/, with   V + X > (k + l)2 > 0.  Since /'(O) > 0  and /(O) = 1, we

see that if /'(x0) = 0, there must be a point Xj < x0  with D2f(xx) < 0, so

that /(Xj) < 0.  However, f(xx) cannot be less than zero unless there is an

x2 < Xj   with f'(x2) < 0. Thus there can be no least point x0   such that

/'(x0) = 0, and therefore /'  never takes on the value zero at all.  It follows that

/'  is always positive and / is monotone increasing. Thus / satisfies the hypoth-

eses necessary for the special case, and Theorem 11 is proved.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 11 was really made for any   V such that

V + X satisfies the hypotheses of the special case for some  X. Thus a somewhat

larger class of functions   V than those given by Theorem 11 can be shown, by the

proof of Theorem 11, to have the property that  (- D2 4- V)n is in the limit

point condition.

Remark. It is interesting to compare the hypothesis of Theorem 11 with

the condition that gg" be in Lx[x0, °°) for some x0, where g= V~x^.

This is the essential condition of Everitt and Giertz to guarantee that (-D2 + V)n

be in the limit point condition.  (They also assume that   V(x) > k > 0.) Their

condition only involves  V and its second derivative, whereas ours involve 2« - 4

derivatives.  However, as is mentioned on p. 159 of [3], their condition implies

that g(x)g'(x) approaches zero as x approaches infinity, so that a function

such as   V(x) = (2 4- sin(e*))4  satisfies our condition but not theirs. This sort

of  V is interesting, because the coefficients of powers of D in polynomials in

- D2 + V become highly unbounded, and it seems to the author that it would

be quite difficult to use existing methods other than Theorem 11 to show that all

polynomials in - D2 + V are in the limit point condition, even if only real

polynomials are considered.

Thus it seems that the conditions of Everitt and Giertz and the conditions

of the author each apply to functions  V which are not covered by the other

conditions.

Theorem 12. Let z = (-1)112. Let r = zD + V, where  V is real

valued, C°°, and where there is a k > 0 such that e~kx V^'\x) is a bounded

function on   [0, °°), for all nonnegative integers i < max(; - 2, 0) where   V®

denotes the ith derivative of V.  Let {/m}0_1   be a set of C°° complex valued

functions with /£> bounded for 0<i<m.  Then t' + 2¿-1 fmrm  is in

the limit point condition.

Proof. We first must show that r1 is in the limit point condition. The

proof of this fact is similar to that of the preceding theorem, but there are cer-

tain differences. We will discuss the differences and merely outline the similar parts.

A solution of (r + zX)/ = 0 is f(x) = exp(- S%(zV(t) + \)dt). Since

|/(x)| = e~Xx, f is in L2 [0, «>) if and only if X > 0.  Since (r + z\)+ =
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t - zX, and since  (r 4- zX)0   has closed range (because t0   is symmetric), it

follows from Theorem 7 that  r + zX is in the limit point condition.  Let  X =

k + 1, where k is given by the hypotheses of the theorem. We first sketch a

proof that ((r + zX)0)7 = ((r + z\)')Q. Since r + zX is not formally self-

adjoint, we must then prove that  ((r - zX)oy = ((r - zX);)o  before we can use

Lemma 10 to prove that (r + zX)y  is in the  limit point condition.

Suppose that  ((r + zX)N)Q = ((r + z\)0)N  for some N < / - 1. We

prove that  ((r + zX)N+x)0 = ((r +z\)0)N+x. Let  <& (r + z\)N+xg) be in

graph((r + zX)0)N+x. Then  <(r 4- zX)g, (t + zX)^^ + zX)s>   is in

graph((r + zX)0)N = ((r + z\)N)0.  Let hx = (r + zX)g.   If we can approxi-

mate <«j,(r + z\)Nhx) arbitrarily closely by  ih, (r + zX)«>, with «  in Cq

and /o /(x)«(x)<Zx = 0  for the solution f(x) to the equation  (r -zX)/= 0,

then it follows as in Theorem 11 that  ((r + zX)N+1)0 = ((r + z\)0)N+1. As

we have seen, all such / have  |/(x)| = ce^  for some c > 0.  Exactly the

same method as in Theorem 11 allows us to find h, so we have proven that

((r + z\)0)N+1 = ((r + zX)N+l)0. By induction, we see that  ((r + zX)0)' =

«r + zX)V

A different method must be used to prove that  ((r ~ zX)^)0 = ((t-zX)0)7.

((t - zX)0)')+ = (t + zX)7, and since (t + zX)M is surjective (because the

minimal operator has closed range), and also the equation (r + zX)/ = 0 has all

its solutions in L2 [0, °°), it follows that all / linearly independent solutions to

the equation (r + z\)'f = 0 are in L2[0, °°). Thus index((r + za)!)m = j.

Therefore index((r - zX)')0 = "/•   But, by Lemma 8, index((r - zX)0)' = -/.

Thus, since, by Lemma 9, ((r - z\)0)' D ((r - za)')0, it follows that the two

operators are equal. We can now use Lemma 10 to say that (r + z\)f is in the

limit point condition. Then, by Theorem 8, we know that r'  is in the limit

point condition.

Let L = r> + 2¿~1 fmrm. Then

/-I   /m \
L+=r>+    Z(Z a^r™-),

m = 0 \i=0 /

where the a¡ are constant. Thus L+   is of the form V + 2¿-1 hmrm, where

the hm   are bounded  C°°  functions. Let

N - T (H-^iL + ll«mIL).
o

Using Lemma 5, select X > 0  so large that both (rf + 20_1 gmrm + zX)0

and (t7 + 20-1 gmrm - zX)0  have closed range for all bounded C°°  functions

gm   suchthat  20_1llcTmIL < A.  Using Theorem 6 exactly as in the proof of
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Theorem 8, we see that all minimal operators (t' + 20 1 gmrm + zX)0, with

20-1 \]gm\\M < N, have the same index.  Also, all minimal operators of type

(t> + Z,'q-x gmrm - zX)0, with  20_1 llg"wNoo < W have the same index- Thus

index(L + zX)0 = index(ry + zX)0, and index(L+ - zX)0 = index (t7 - zX)0.

Therefore Z, is in the limit point condition, since the index of a minimal opera-

tor with closed range is minus the nullity of the maximal operator associated with

the adjoint expression. Theorem 12 is proved.

Note added in proof. T. T. Read (Proc. London Math. Soc. (to appear)) has

recently generalized Theorem 11 by weakening the hypotheses on the coefficients.
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